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l) Explain how the topic is treated ia the elementary/middle school text in terms of what we are studying
in class-be specific. (You may copy and paste examples from your scans into this document.)

The vocabulary words in this text are: common factor, greatest comsron factor {GCF), and greatest

corrmon divisor, The vocabulary rvords are defined in the first part of the chapter. This text has two

methods for solving for the GCF: writing out the factors and prfune factorization (factor trees). It

clearly identifies the steps for using each of these methods and uses prime factorization several ways

for better student understanding. It gives multiple examples for each method to solve. It also shows

the ring method. but doesn't go into detail about it. The problems in the section include number

problems and rvord problems. The chapter also references tle Sieve of Eratosthenes. In a later section

of the chapter, Verur diagrams are used to show the GCF.
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2) Look over the NCTM Table on Standards and Expectatlons inside the front cover ofour textbook and
give a specific example of how the elementary/middle school tert addresses the topic ir terms of the
Content Standards. If it does not, explaia how it fails.

1. "Describe classes of numbers according to characteristics such as:he nature of their factors."
2. "Selecl appropriate methods and tools for computing with whole numbers from among mental

computation, estimation, calculators. and paper and pencil according to the context and nature of
the computation and use the selected method or tool."

3. "Develop fluency in adding, subtracting. multiplying, and dividing whole numbers."
4. "Develop and use strategies to estimate the results of whole nurnber computations and to judge the

reasonableness of such results."
5. "Develop and use strategies to estimate computations involving fractions and decimals in

situations relevant to students."
6. "Recognize and use connections among mathematical ideas."
7. "Understand how mathematical ideas interconnect and build on one a:rother to produce a coherent

whole."
8. "Build new mathematical knowledge through problem solving."
9. ooSolve problems that arise in mathematics and in other contexts."
10. "Apply ald adapt a variety of appropriate strategies to solve problems."
1 1. "Use factors, multiples, prime factorizatioL and relatively prine numbers to solve problems."
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1) Explain how the topic is treated in the elementary/middle school text in terms of what we are studying in class-be
specific. (You may copy and paste examples from your scans into this document.)

The sixth grade text assumes that students already know horv to use factor trees. The text shows two

methods to solve for greatest connron factor: writing the prime factorization (factor trees) and dividing by prime

numbers. It gives an example for each of these methods, while writing out the steps to take. The text gives a couple

real world examples, as well. The text does review the vocabulary of greatest corrlmon factor, common factor, and

Venn diagrams. The texl defines these terms at the begiming of the chapter. Althougb students may already be

familiar with Venn diagrams, this is the first aad oaly time they are used in the text. The problems in the book

include number problems and word problems. Greatest common factor is used throughout the rest of the book as

well. References to standards are numbered below in question 2.
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2) Look over the NCTM Table on Standards and Expectatlors inside the front cover of our textbook and give a specific
example of how the elementary/middle school text addresses the topic in ierms of the Content Standards. lf it does not,
explain how it fails.

l. ")escribe classes of numbers according to aharacteristics such as the nature of their factors."\--l 2. "Select appropriate methods and tools for computing with whole numbers from amoag mental computation,
estimation, calculators, and paper and pencil according to the context and nature of the computation and use the
selected method or tool."

3. "Develop fluency in adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing whole numbers."
4. "Develop and use strategies to estimate the results of whole number conputations and to judge the reasonableless of

such results."
5. "Develop and use sfi'ategies to estimate computatiors i:rvolving fractions axd decimals in situations relevant to

students,"
6. "Recognize and use connections among mathematical ideas."
7. "Understand how mathematicai ideas interconnect and build olr one another to produce a coherent whole."
8. "Build new mathematical knowledge through problem solving."
9. "Solve problems that arise in mathematics and in other contexts."
10. "Apply ald adapt a variety of appropriate strategies to solve problems."
1 1. "Use factors, multiples, prime factorization, and relatively prime numbers to solve problems."
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